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So come on over and take a peek
at the U.S. History II Teacher’s Guide!

Daily readings from the “Living Library” correspond with 
the history readings, providing a glimpse of life in a different 

time.  Follow-up Triple-Entry Journal assignments include 
selection of meaningful quotes or passages, brief contextual 
comments, and written personal commentary.

Daily Economics’ assignments present a biblical case for 
free market enterprise, describe the role of entrepreneurs 

in economics, offer a Godly perspective for economic 
decisions, demonstrate how velocity affects business 
and investments, and relate history and politics to the 
study of economics.  Articles by noted economists, video 
instruction with viewing guides, workbook lessons, 
discussion questions, biographical vignettes, study 
questions, and assessments are included.  National standards 
for Economics are covered.

A Foreign Language option is scheduled daily with a choice 
of either earning credit in Spanish II or earning credit in 

Introductory Latin/Greek.

Three days in each unit schedule Dave Ramsey’s 
Foundations in Personal Finance for Homeschool course.  This 

course is a complete high school curriculum that teaches students 
about saving, investing, credit, debt, money management, and 
more from a biblical perspective.  Video instruction by Dave 
Ramsey, coordinating workbook assignments, questions, activities, 
case studies, and research assignments are part of the course.

Bible is scheduled daily using Geisler and Turek’s best-selling 
book I Don’t Have Enough Faith to Be an Atheist along with 

Apologia’s I Don’t Have Enough Faith to Be an Atheist Curriculum.  This 
study prepares young adults to defend their Christian faith by 
tackling the question of absolute truth, demolishing follies of 
postmodernism, and debunking moral relativism.  Readings, 
vocabulary, comprehension and critical-thinking questions, 
research, and application are part of the course.   A devotional Bible 
study with a girl option and a boy option are also part of Bible.

The focus of this year of science is a ½ credit of Astronomy 
and ½ credit of Geology/Paleontology. The course consists of a 

combination of narrative books, DVDs, and study guides presented 
in a Scripture-focused way.  As students get ready to graduate and 
head into college or out into the workplace, this may be one of the 
few opportunities to study astronomy and geology/paleontology 
in a way that helps them defend what they believe and why when 
it comes to Scripture and science.  A specialized lab kit from Quality 
Science Labs completes the course.  All Science Package items are 
scheduled in the U.S. History II guide, including the labs.

Ideally students should be 
ready for Precalculus or College 

Algebra or above.  Recommended 
math suggestions are provided in 
the catalog and on our website.

A daily British Literature study 
incorporates novels, plays, poetry, 

short stories, and allegories.  
Timeless favorites like Pride and 
Prejudice, Jane Eyre, The Elusive 
Pimpernel, Hamlet, The Hound of 
Baskervilles, Prisoner of Zenda, and 
more are included.  Introductory 
notes, annotations, narrations, 
Common Place Book entries, 
and guided Literature 
Journal reflections including 
literary devices and Scriptural 
connections are part of the study.

Grammar lessons using 
the last half of Rod and Staff 

English 8 alternate with speech 
lessons from Secrets of Great 
Communicators.  Writing and 
speaking skills include note-
taking, summarizing, outlining, 
researching, speaking from notes, 
giving an oral report, as well as 
writing narratively, persuasively, 
descriptively, and poetically 
utilizing the writing process.
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United States history is covered from the Age of Reform 
(beginning in approximately 1877) through the World Wars 

and the Cold War to Modern Times.  Assignments include 
eight types of oral narrations, Book of Centuries’ entries, 
shared talking points with visual aids, U.S. History II 
Journal entries, and eight types of written narrations.

Independent history-based activities occur daily and 
range from viewing American Testimony DVD segments 

with corresponding viewing guides, considering varying 
viewpoints and weighing options to make historical decisions 
using Key Documents in U.S. History, reading and responding 
to primary source documents from Great Documents in U.S. 
History and Great Letters in American History, and more.


